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The Beautiful Of Giving, Forever Grateful

To break the cycle of abuse by healing and empowering women and their children,
enabling them to live new, safe, and productive lives.

The July Newsletter
We at Safe Passage want to thank all of our product donors for giving to us
this year again! Safe Passage was able to help over 100 people (woman &
children) with new and beautiful items that were much needed. There is
nothing like giving to those that have suffered from various hardships and
giving them to hope with a smile so big that makes them feel that life is worth
living. Congratulations to our Donors for Giving!
Visit Our Website

My Stuff Bags:
The My Stuff Bags Foundation provides new
belongings, comfort and hope to thousands of
children each year that must be rescued from abuse,
neglect and abandonment across the United States.
By rallying widespread individual and corporate
involvement through our unique "My Stuff Bags"
program, we address the immediate physical and
emotional needs of rescued children, and help
support the agencies caring for them. www.mystuffbags.org
My Stuff Bags are bright blue individual duffels filled with brand new, age- and genderappropriate toys, books, a stuffed animal, school supplies, clothing, personal toiletries, and a
warm, often hand-made "security" blanket - all theirs to keep. Packed with items they
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desperately need as they adjust to their new surroundings, My Stuff Bags provide things to
do and to hold during this difficult time.

My Stuff Bags to "Hope of the Valley"
homeless families. Safe Passage gave
30 bags for the homeless children. Also
gave 30 bags to Dream Center where
they rescue women and children out of
poverty and house them.

Carmen Steffens Shoes:
As a vertically integrated company, Carmen Steffens
designs and manufactures exclusive, sensual, elegant
and uniquely Brazilian fashion solutions and offers these
through a captivating retail experience to discriminating
fashion-forward consumers who are style conscious, brand savvy and don't mind being
noticed.
Carmen Steffens builds and maintains a loyal and ethical relationship with all employees
and business partners; produces products through a combination of innovative design,
efficient modern technologies and individual craftsmanship; and maintains the highest
standards regarding both quality and comfort, all the while exercising social responsibility and
respecting the environment. www.storecarmensteffens.com

Carmen Steffens Shoes Store in
Hollywood donated over $6,000 worth
of shoes for our ladies at Safe Passage.
Thank you Mark Willingham! The
ladies are walking a new life in
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elegance.

Brighton Collectibles:
Brighton's philosophy is simple, yet it is
intertwined in everything we do - from
creating beautiful accessories with lasting
quality to treating each customer as if they
were the only customer. We believe in, and
practice, making everyone feel as special
as they truly are. We have a lot of heart at
Brighton - and we're a pretty passionate team.
We hope you find our passion contagious...and follow your heart to Brighton.
The company's concern for its customers, consumers and employees extends far beyond
Brighton Headquarters and the stores that carry Brighton. Jerry and Terri have a deep
commitment to empowering families through supporting the health of women and generously
support a variety of charities including the Breast Cancer Research Foundation, Soles 4
Souls (which provides shoes for people who are in need) and numerous charities that feed
the hungry in and near the communities which Brighton serves. www.brighton.com
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Trish Steele, Catherine Sanson and
Hadley Davis of Brighton Collectibles
in Sherman Oaks Fashion Square.
Brighton clients donated over 100
gentle used handbags at their 16th
Annual Handbag Trade-in drive to
women in need.

Safe Passage | Women Crowned in Glory Inc. | 818.232.7476 | trish@safepassagelives.org |
safepassagelives.org
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